Happy – Pharrell Williams
(Key of F, 160 BPM) – 4/27/14

I  \((F7 \ F7 \ F7 \ F7)\)

V1  "It might seem crazy what I'm about to say…"
    \((F7, \ F7, \ F7, \ F7)\) (drums) add gtr \((F7 \ Bb7) \ (C7 \ Bb7)\)
    \((F7, \ F7, \ F7, \ F7)\) (drums) \((F7 \ Bb7)\) add bass \((C7 \ Bb7)\)
    \((F7, \ F7, \ F7, \ F7)\) (drums) add bass \((F7 \ Bb7) \ (C7 \ Bb7)\)
    \((F7, \ F7, \ F7, \ F7)\) (drums) \((F7 \ Bb7)\) add bass \((C7 \ Bb7)\)

C  "Clap along if you feel like a room…"
   b/g vocals: "(Because I'm) happy..."
   All with clap \([(DbM7) \ (Cm7) \ (Cm7) \ (F)]-4X

V2  "Here come bad news talking this and that..."
    (same)

C  "Clap along if you feel like a room..."
   b/g vocals: "(Because I'm) happy..."
   (same)

B  "(Happy) Bring me down, can't nothing..."
   Fast claps (drums only)-8X
   add b/g harmony vocals (drums)-8X

C  "Clap along if you feel like a room..."
   b/g vocals: "(Because I'm) happy...
   (same)-2X

B  "(Happy) Bring me down, can't nothing..."
   (drums only)-8X Fast claps and b/g harmony vocals

C  (same)-2X